
 
EDUCATORS/EDUCATED: Jewelry & Metals in Ohio, the exhibition, presents a visual 
introduction to this vibrant community joined experientially by the chosen materials and 
geographically by academic connections. It is abundantly evident that metal, in the right hands, 
with its inherent challenges and rewards, its processes and history, attracts passionate, personal 
exploration.    
  
The Ohio metals community and its works are truly deserving of a definitive investigation to 
celebrate the generations of key makers, seminal objects and processes. This exhibition is more a 
curation by committee of available works at a point in time- a ‘golden’ opportunity to take a 
focused, if brief, view. I was invited by Kathleen Browne, jeweler, professor and Head of 
Jewelry, Metals and Enameling at Kent State University, with generous support from the Ohio 
Arts Council, to examine works from 1955 to 2004, by metalsmiths associated with seven, 
highly regarded, degree granting jewelry and metals programs in the state, and to bring together 
some selection of their inspired objects and ideas. This diverse exhibition opens at the Riffe 
Gallery, Columbus, travels to the Butler Institute of American Art, Salem campus, and then to 
the Cleveland Institute of Art (CIA).   
 
The significant contributions of Ohio metalsmiths and jewelers, individually, over time and in 
any larger, perhaps national, survey of the field, validate highlighting this community. Browne 
asked the current faculty, each a practicing metalsmith, at each institution: Sherry Simms, 
University of Akron; Tom Muir, Bowling Green University; Kathy Buszkiewicz and Matthew 
Hollern, Cleveland Institute of Art; Gretchen Goss, the Enamels Program at Cleveland Institute 
of Art; Susan Ewing, Miami University of Ohio; and Cindy Cetlin, Ohio Wesleyan to provide 
their wish lists, along with her own, of former faculty and selected alumni to be invited to 
participate. Having barely nine months for preparation, this curatorial effort was influenced by 
object accessibility. The exhibition has been enthusiastically supported with available works by 
generous collectors and those named makers, many of whom speak avidly about their school 
experiences and the lasting influences of their former professors. 
 
What is most inspiring to this curator is that within this aggregation, I encountered a 
serendipitous breadth of creative ideas and highly personal forms from the elegant to the quirky, 
from the historic continuum to the new and socially conscious. This enabled the creation of a 
meaningful exhibition imbued with those consistently sought characteristics: considerable 
individuality, distinctive exploration and material prowess. The strengths of contemporary Ohio 
metals and jewelry, collectively, reaffirm its vibrant heritage and ongoing creative vitality. 
 
Significant artist/educators started, led and continued to inspire the school programs with their 
own ground breaking studio work: Harold Hasselschwert, Bowling Green University, 1961-90; 
Kenneth Bates, Cleveland Institute of Art, 1927-67; Edward Winter, Cleveland Institute of Art, 
1935, 1938-40; John Paul Miller, Cleveland Institute of Art, 1940-83; Fredrick Miller, Cleveland 
Institute of Art, 1948-75; Mary Ann Scherr, Kent State University, 1950-79; Mel Someroski, 
Kent State University, 1956-92; Helen Worrall, Miami University, 1969-81; Betty Heald, Ohio 
Wesleyan, 1975-86; and Bill Neumann, University of Akron, 1969-85 among them.   
 
Historically, the institutions share a well articulated mission. They all place emphasis on the 
individual’s development as an artist and as a craftsperson. They stress exposure to the breadth 
of contributions and possibilities in the field. The programs include physical, conceptual and 



technical challenges. Consistently, the artist/faculty, collectively, inspire by word and creative 
example, the seeking of one’s own visual voice and the ongoing development of a personal 
vocabulary. This bears out in viewing the works over time.   
  
Those who responded to my invitation clearly demonstrate their own uniqueness- in ingenious 
challenges taken, seeming limitations artfully scaled and original expectations well exceeded. 
The works reflect a wealth of personalities, creative imperatives and identifiable visual markers. 
What truly shines is the individuality, sensitivity and personal hallmark of each maker –the 
apparent love of creating by telling one’s personal story within the language of metal. These 
exhibited works should serve to introduce and then inspire continued examination of each artist’s 
vision. There are unexpected, delightful, intelligent discoveries waiting: pick a work, pick an 
artist, pick a school. 
 
We can examine the works by type of form. Jewelry is represented with a panoply of ideas, 
styles and intentions, including minimal and sleek forms by Matthew Hollern, CIA faculty, 
1989-present; the whimsy of tiaras by Catherine Butler, CIA, BFA 1981; the linear explorations 
in wire by Donna D’Aquino, University of Akron faculty, 2000-01, Kent State, MFA 1999; and 
the referential, decorative brooches by Sherry Simms, University of Akron faculty, 2001-present, 
BFA 1991. 
 
We are innately connected to domestic objects. We can delight, as do makers, in the malleability 
of material and the potential of a familiar reference. Included are some varied teapots: Tom 
Muir, Bowling Green faculty, 1991-present, creates a personal architecture; Robin Kraft, Kent 
State, MFA 1991, fashions narrative fantasy structures; Sue Amendolara , Miami University, 
BFA 1985, celebrates the sensual in natural forms; and Pamela Argentieri, CIA faculty, 2002-
’04, BFA ’87, designs strong forms for daily use. 
 
Metal sculpture of powerful ideas and forms include Susan Ewing’s bold examinations 
referencing politics and beauty, Miami University faculty, 1981-83, 1984-present; David 
LaPlantz’s microphones as icons of the rock ‘n roll era, Bowling Green, BS 1966; Marilyn 
daSilva’s contemplative avian reveries as metaphors, Bowling Green faculty, 1978-89, BFA 
1974; and John Marshall’s seemingly monumental tributes to metal’s innate nature and energy, 
CIA, BFA 1965. 
 
Investigation of the ever seductive enameling process and evolving narrative ideas include 
Rebekah Laskin’s introspective, painterly brooches, CIA faculty, 1987-89; Gretchen Goss’ lush 
horticultural panels, Kent State, MFA 1982, faculty CIA Enamel, 1989-present; Joan Parcher’s 
richly surfaced, experimental brooches, Kent State, BFA 1979; and Kathleen Browne’s 
melodramatic portrait jewelry, Kent faculty, 1992-present. 
 
All of these studio artists exhibit work nationally and internationally, including Bruce Metcalf’s 
jewelry exploring the moods of mankind, Kent State faculty, 1980-91; Keith Lewis’ figurative, 
memento mori jewelry, Kent State, MFA 1993; Stephen Saracino’s elaborate story pieces 
reflecting newsworthy events, Kent State, MFA 1984; ROY’s boldly graphic architectural 
bracelets, Kent State, MFA 1996; and Rachelle Thiewes’ delicate, linear, volumetric jewelry, 
Kent State, MFA 1976. 
 



We can begin to familiarize ourselves with the imagery of some younger artists, including Katy 
Cassell’s enameled tiles as installations “mapping” political hotspots, Kent State, MFA 2004, 
CIA, BFA 1998; Kelly Malec-Kosak’s hand held objects about personal strength, Miami 
University, faculty 1997-03, BFA 1993; Felicia Szorad’s explorations of head adornments which 
address women’s societal roles, Bowling Green, BFA 1994; and Sophia Calderwood’s new 
forms for finger adornment, Kent State, MFA 2000. 
 
We are reminded that limitless imagination and the unexpected are always possible for our  
discovery, as in Joe Wood’s brooches aided by computer design which synthesize a passing 
moment, Kent State, MFA 1984; Heather White’s brooch studies of minerals and imperfection in 
the rough, University of Akron faculty, 1995-2000; Kathy Buszkiewicz’s classic jewelry forms 
from a palette of stacked, cut paper currency, CIA faculty, 1983-present; and Tim McCreight’s 
unique material palette which reconfirms that human imagination is truly a precious commodity, 
CIA, BFA 1958. 
 
 
Ohio Jewelry and Metals: Exquisite skills and mastery of processes. Innate sense of the historic 
continuum. Inspiration and ideas. Identifiable “markers” and personal content. 
Communication, contrasts and community! 


